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Drawing direct ties to “antiracist practices at institutions that interrogate the ways in which 
materials created by Black or Indigenous people, as well as people of color, exist at institu-
tions that historically marginalized or excluded these same voices.”

Kinniburgh’s discussion of Lorde, who worked as a librarian, and much of whose personal 
library was destroyed by a hurricane on St. Croix, explores the racial prejudice that shaped her 
work as a Black librarian and her path to becoming a full-time poet. Lorde immersed herself 
within the “information infrastructure of libraries,” but took the full-time “turn to poetry to 
augment the aspects of professional library infrastructure that she found inadequate to her 
work” (54). While still using tools of librarianship, she actualized a different calling in her life: 
“For Lorde, ‘information’ is a basic unit of observation or sensation that can be acknowledged 
and filed for future use, and is deeply tied to both verbal and nonverbal forms of communica-
tion. … Lorde’s definition of ‘information’ is acquired through distinctly intuitive means” (68). 

Looking to the sensibilities of these poets, Kinniburgh highlights opportunities for re-
thinking common understandings and practices. She points to the meaning of bibliography 
for Olson, suggesting that it “functions not as evidence of reading that has been accomplished 
but rather as mapping the contours of what can be known … based on textual evidence at 
a certain point in time” (34). Mapping the rough thematic contours of books arranged on 
the numerous bookshelves sprawling throughout Lansing’s home, Kinniburgh describes 
a spiral-like path entering from the kitchen’s back door swooping through the front rooms 
to wind up the central staircase to the upper floor’s office and bedroom: “Lansing’s careful 
placement of books in particular rooms adds to the specific tension that gives shape to the 
library on the whole” (126). And she emphasizes the necessity of understanding the preoc-
cupations underlining di Prima’s reading and gathering, describing the ways that “questions 
of sources and research are essential to contextualizing di Prima’s intellectual genealogy and 
the importance of her library, particularly in relation to her reworking of ‘the progression of 
European thought’ as a means of answering the question of how historical knowledge can be 
activated in the present moment” (90–91). 

For Kinniburgh, libraries, archives, and other memory institutions play a role in preserv-
ing the “wild intelligence” of collections as collections. She adventurously suggests that there 
is value in “initial encounters and unmediated approaches” (112) alongside the selected and 
curated presentation of the poet’s papers. Beyond merely engaging devoted fans of the po-
ets, Wild Intelligence provides a critical lens by which to measure and continue to reshape the 
manner in which the library-as-institution engages with collections such as these.—Patrick 
James Dunagan, University of San Francisco

Jo Angela Oehrli. Practical Academic Library Instruction: Learner-Centered Techniques. Chicago, 
IL: American Library Association, 2022. 124p. Paper, $64.99 (ALA members) (ISBN: 978-0-
8389-3642-9). 

Jo Angela Oerhli has distilled much of her experience, practical advice, and wisdom into this 
easy-to-use and well-organized library instruction manual. Her passion and enthusiasm for 
teaching, information literacy, and student-centered learning come through loud and clear. 
Recent research addresses the lack of preparation and guidance for teaching faced by many 
librarians whose responsibilities include instruction, especially those at the beginning of their 
careers. With a growing focus on information literacy and the teaching role of librarians, this 
practical volume fills an important niche for both new and experienced librarians. 
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The focus of the book is to highlight some of the major pedagogical 
issues that librarians may encounter and to offer practical solutions and 
learner-centered activities to improve instruction and student learning. 
Notes at the end of each chapter and a bibliography provide excellent 
suggestions for further professional development. 

The organization of the book follows the sequence of a typical class 
instruction session. This framework makes the content very practical, ver-
satile, and easy to use. Part I, “The Basics,” articulates guiding principles 
including learner-centered techniques, respect for the student, and the 
importance of positive expectations. The content highlights educational re-
search and points to sources for further investigation such as Paulo Freire’s 

Pedagogy of the Oppressed, research by Tracey Tokuhama-Espinosa, metacognitive techniques, 
and John Keller’s ARCS (Attention, Relevance, Learner Confidence, and Learner Satisfaction). 
The inclusion of so many excellent sources for professional development is a strong feature. 

Part II, “Starting Point of Class,” provides tips on being organized, lesson planning, setting 
and stating goals up front, establishing rapport with students, and generating activities for 
student engagement. These strategies include ice breakers, promoting a positive classroom cli-
mate, generating class discussion, and pivoting with new content and instructional techniques. 
The importance of formative assessment is addressed in discussions of backward design as 
developed by Grant Wiggins and Jay McTighe, the ADDIE Method of Lesson Planning, and 
Madeline Hunter’s work on creating instructional objectives and lesson plans. Project CORAL 
(Collection of Information Literacy Related Research Assignments) and the ACRL Framework 
for Information Literacy sandbox are highlighted for additional ideas. 

Part III, “The Middle of Class,” focuses on metacognition, assessment, and guided reflec-
tion on teaching. Both formative and summative assessment are discussed for their impor-
tance in improving learning. Think-pair-share, use of pivot techniques, and techniques of 
KWL (What I already know, What I want to know, and What I have learned) and TPE (Think, 
Puzzle, Explore) for making thinking visible are tested instructional techniques. Active learn-
ing techniques such as problem solving, role playing, and teaching the use of a database are 
included. More inspiration can be found in the “Top Twenty List” devised by the ALA Library 
Instruction Round Table (LIRT).

Oehrli also offers solutions to classroom distractions such as whispering, bored expres-
sions, texting, and disengagement, including options such as proximity (walking around the 
classroom and engaging with students), pivoting the lesson content through introduction of 
new material or skills, and changing up the task. 

Part IV, “Looking Back and Forward on Your Library Instruction” centers on the impor-
tance of summative assessment and reflective practice to improve teaching and increase student 
learning. Summative assessment, which helps evaluate what students have learned, might 
include testing skills in performing tasks modeled in instruction or writing a short response 
about content learned. Reflective practice involves evaluating current instructional practices. 
It is a very important activity, although it is not always well understood or practiced. The 
author wisely notes the impact of external factors such as institutional climate, cultural issues, 
diversity, curriculum, funding, personal attributes, and other considerations on reflection. 

The end of an instruction session provides an important opportunity to summarize in-
structional content. It is also an opportunity to provide contact information for further research 
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assistance and to share additional content not included in the class session. Oehrli describes 
a class slideshow as one way to achieve this goal. A Libguide would also work well. 

An important factor in library instruction is the physical environment. Although the 
importance of classroom design is mentioned, it is not a focus in this book. Given its impor-
tance and the fact that it is often overlooked, some discussion of facilities design might have 
been included. Most classrooms, large lecture halls, and library labs have stationery seating 
arranged in traditional rows. The lack of flexibility imposed by this arrangement can be a 
definite limitation, especially when designing active learning exercises and group work. 

Another crucial element is time constraints. The principles, research, and activities de-
scribed in this book are innovative and student centered. However, the time factor, especially 
for “one-shot” instructional sessions, can often be a hindrance to meaningful library instruc-
tion outcomes and could have been usefully addressed by Oehrli. 

Using a range of pedagogical approaches and creating meaningful contacts are essential 
to teaching students who are different from each other and learn in different ways. The cur-
rent professional focus on diversity, equity, and inclusion must take into account not only 
the fact that students learn in different ways, but that they come from different backgrounds, 
bring different experiences to the classroom, and often have varying learning expectations. 
Accommodating diversity and accessibility in the instructional classroom likely calls for ad-
ditional work on this subject that goes beyond this title. 

Practical Academic Library Instruction is an excellent manual that librarians will want to 
have in their personal library. It achieves the goal of being a go-to source for face-to-face in-
struction. With its clear and compelling organization and easy-to-use layout, listings of specific 
tools, and techniques, practical advice, and suggestions for further reading, this book will be 
used often.—Carolyn Filippelli, University of Arkansas–Fort Smith

Charlie Eaton. Bankers in the Ivory Tower: The Troubling Rise of Financiers in US Higher Educa-
tion. Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 2022. 203p. Hardcover, $23.30 (ISBN: 978-0-
226-72042-5).

Charlie Eaton has written a book exploring a topic many of us are aware 
of and probably appalled by—the insidious relationship between high 
finance and higher education. What Eaton has done, however, is put 
names to the connections and provided plenty of data to back up his as-
sertions in Bankers in the Ivory Tower. This is a text that anyone connected 
to academia, including librarians, alumni, and the unfortunate group of 
debt-ridden nongraduates, can benefit from. In this well-documented 
book, where the data never becomes too intrusive, Eaton shines a light 
on people in high finance (private equity bankers and hedge fund inves-
tors) both emerging from and then influencing the Ivies and most selec-
tive universities. Their influence also extends to the for-profit university 
system (referred to as “the bottom”) and what Eaton calls “the middle” 

or the less-selective public universities. While the author’s conclusions are not as far-reaching 
as the situation demands, he makes an argument for collective action to combat widening 
socioeconomic inequality that disproportionately harms Black and brown folks.

Eaton, a professor of sociology, begins by describing how the most elite universities 
developed the largest endowments. He connects the dots from financial deregulation that 


